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Abstract—This paper studies the transmit power-multiplexing
tradeoff in MIMO systems when two users with different
priorities are to be accommodated simultaneously. In the general
problem formulation, a minimum information rate must be
guaranteed for a prioritized user whose channel state information
(CSI) is known, while the data rate for the other user with
completely unknown CSI is “best-effort.” The drawbacks of
the classic spatial water-filling algorithm are discussed, and
two modified water-filling algorithms are proposed that either
balance the required transmit power with the number of spatial
dimensions available for each user, or minimize the number of
transmit spatial dimensions allocated for the prioritized user. We
then specialize to applications in the MIMO wiretap channel, the
MIMO multiuser downlink channel, and spectrum underlay in
MIMO cognitive radio networks, where existing methods are not
applicable under the asymmetric CSI scenario. Numerical results
verify the performance advantages of the proposed transmission
schemes for each of these case studies.

Index Terms—MIMO, resource allocation, waterfilling.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE classic waterfilling algorithm and its generalized vari-
ants are well-known solutions to numerous optimization

problems encountered in single- and multi-user communica-
tion theory, most often related to the maximization of mutual
information [1]. However, in this work we consider problems
of a dual nature in a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
setting, such as providing a minimum guaranteed information
rate to a prioritized user for a given transmit power constraint
and antenna array size, while using any remaining resources
to serve lower-priority users. We demonstrate in this work that
the classic waterfilling (CWF) algorithm does not always make
the most efficient use of the available resources, and propose
two suitable alternatives to this end, namely, “balanced” and
“frugal” waterfilling. It is interesting to note that while the
diversity-multiplexing tradeoff for MIMO systems has been
studied extensively [2], the power-multiplexing tradeoff has
received comparatively lesser attention. In related work, the
multi-antenna broadcast channel with single-antenna best-
effort and delay-constrained receivers was studied in [3], and
a combination of user and antenna selection was proposed to
obtain the number of data streams that maximizes throughput
assuming uniform power allocation over all streams. However,
our proposed algorithms attempt to optimize both power and
data stream allocation, and are applicable to a wide range of
multi-antenna networks as shown in the sequel.
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II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Transmission Scheme

The general transmission model is as follows. We consider
a multi-antenna transmitter equipped with Na antennas, which
transmits a signal vector xa ∈ CNa×1, to one or more
multi-antenna receivers. The transmit power is assumed to be
bounded,

E{xax
H
a } = Qa Tr(Qa) ≤ Pa ,

where E{·} denotes expectation, (·)H the Hermitian transpose,
and Tr(·) denotes the trace operator.

The transmit signal is split into two components, a high-
priority message with a pre-specified QoS (rate) constraint,
denoted by the N × 1 vector z, and a (Na − N) × 1 best-
effort data vector z′. The term “best-effort” here refers to the
presence of a secondary or lower-priority goal to be addressed
in addition to achieving a desired rate for the prioritized
receiver. Let 0 < ρ ≤ 1 denote the fraction of the total
available power devoted to z, and let T,T′ represent the
Na × N and Na × (Na − N) precoders corresponding to z
and z′:

xa = Tz +T′z′. (1)

The elements of z are assumed to be uncorrelated, and the
vectors z and z′ are uncorrelated with each other as well.
Thus, Qa may be expressed as

Qa = TQzT
H +T′Q′

zT
′H , (2)

where Qz,Q
′
z are covariance matrices associated with z

and z′, respectively, such that Tr(TQzT
H) ≤ ρPa, and

Tr(T′Q′
zT

′H) ≤ (1 − ρ)Pa.
We assume that the transmitter has complete knowledge

of the channel to the prioritized receiver, but no information
whatsoever (either instantaneous or statistical) of the channel
to the best-effort receiver. This is denoted as the asymmetric
CSI scenario at the transmitter. Therefore, we are restricted
to transmit precoding operations such as waterfilling on the
prioritized channel alone. If we let H = UΣVH denote the
singular value decomposition of the MIMO channel to the
prioritized receiver, then the precoder T for the primary signal
will be chosen as the N most dominant right singular vectors
of H, which we denote by T = V(:, 1 : N). Furthermore, we
will constrain the secondary signal so that it does not cause
any interference to the prioritized receiver. To guarantee this,
we require

HTz ⊥ HT′z′ (3)

for all possible z. This goal can be achieved by choosing T′

to be the remaining Na −N right singular vectors: T′ = V(:
, N + 1 : Na).
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B. Modified Waterfilling

Assuming no interference other than Gaussian noise of
variance σ2 at the primary receiver, a target data rate of Rb

over the associated MIMO channel H is achieved by choosing
ρ,N and T so that

Rb = log |I+HTQzT
HHH/σ2| . (4)

Ideally, one would like to achieve (4) using the smallest
amount of transmit power possible, so that all remaining power
could be devoted to serving best-effort traffic. However, under
the classic waterfilling algorithm the lowest transmit power
is achieved when N is chosen as large as possible (up to
rank(H) = min (Nb, Na)). Depending on the power distribu-
tion strategy, larger values of N may result in certain transmit
beamformers being allocated a relatively small fraction of the
total transmit power, which results in an inefficient use of those
spatial dimensions and starvation of the best-effort receivers.

Therefore, an intuitive strategy to avoid the above problem
is to conduct a Frugal Waterfilling (FWF) operation which
simply seeks to minimize the number of transmit spatial
dimensions N needed to achieve Rb. However, minimizing
the spatial footprint of the prioritized user via FWF inevitably
leads to a higher transmission power compared to CWF, and
subsequently diminished transmit power for the best-effort
data.

Based on these observations, we also propose a modified
power-multiplexing allocation strategy referred to as Balanced
Waterfilling (BWF), that attempts to balance the competing
objectives of power and spatial dimensions by minimizing the
product ρN . In BWF, the use of additional channels to achieve
the desired rate effectively incurs a penalty proportional to
the number of channels used. This is evidently a heuristic
approach and numerous other ‘penalty’ terms can be applied
to the waterfilling objective function. In the next section, it
is shown that for a broad range of wireless networks, either
BWF or FWF can lead to more desirable global performance
compared to CWF.

The algorithmic description for BWF and FWF is outlined
below, where in each case a simple line search together with
the classic waterfilling algorithm can be used to solve the
problems of interest. In brief, both methods cycle through
the possible number of transmit dimensions in ascending
order, and at each step compute the transmit power required
to meet the rate constraint based on CWF, if feasible. The
BWF technique selects the power/dimension combination with
the minimum product, whereas the FWF solution chooses
the smallest feasible number of transmit dimensions N . If
Na = N for any of the waterfilling schemes, then all transmit
degrees of freedom have been exhausted in achieving the
desired QoS, and no best-effort traffic is served.

III. APPLICATIONS

We now highlight several applications where BWF and
FWF offer a performance advantage over classic waterfilling.

A. MIMO Wiretap Channel

There has been recent significant interest in the three-user
wiretap channel, where a transmitter attempts to communicate

Algorithm II-B.1 Balanced and Frugal Waterfilling for Power-
Multiplexing Allocation

Require: Pa > 0, Rb > 0, svd (H) = UΣVH .
set r = rank(H)
for M = 1 to r do
T = V(:,1:M )
Solve:

p(M) = minTr(Qz)

s. t. log |I+HTQzT
HHH/σ2| = Rb .

end for
if p(r) > Pa then

Declare outage
else

BWF solution: N = argmin
M

Mp(M);

FWF solution: N = argmin
M

M ;

ρ = p(N)/Pa;
T = V(:, 1 : N); T′ = V(:, N + 1 : Na)
Qz determined by waterfilling ρPa over N largest sin-
gular values of H

end if

in secret with its receiver in the presence of a passive eaves-
dropper. In particular, this work led to the development of the
notion of secrecy capacity, which quantifies the rate at which
a transmitter can reliably send a secret message to the receiver,
without the eavesdropper being able to decode it [4].

In particular, one mechanism to increase the security of
wireless communications links when the channel state of
the eavesdropper is unknown is by transmitting ‘artificial
interference’ along with the confidential data [4]–[6]. The idea
is to increase the interference seen by the eavesdropper in such
a way that her channel is degraded while the channel of the
receiver is not.

In a flat-fading environment, the received signals at the
intended receiver and eavesdropper are

yb = Hbaxa + nb (5)

ye = Heaxa + ne, (6)

where Hba and Hea are Nb×Na and Ne×Na fading channel
matrices, and nb,ne are uncorrelated Gaussian noise vectors.
In [5], it was shown that for Gaussian input signals and
background noise, an achievable secrecy rate for the MIMO
wiretap channel is given by

Rsec = log
∣
∣I+K−1

b HbaTQzT
HHH

ba

∣
∣

− log
∣
∣I+K−1

e HeaTQzT
HHH

ea

∣
∣ , (7)

Ki = HiaT
′Q′

zT
′HHH

ia + σ2
i I, i = b, e. (8)

When the transmitter has full knowledge of both Hba and Hea,
a generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) precoding
technique was shown to be near-optimal in [5].

However, in our formulation, we consider the important case
where no information (instantaneous or statistical) regarding
the eavesdropper’s channel is available to the transmitter.
Without any information about Hea, the secrecy capacity can-
not be optimized directly and conventional secure stochastic
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encoding and GSVD precoding is not applicable, but (7) can
still be used to quantify the secrecy performance of a given
transmission scheme. Therefore, we assign a certain desired
information rate Rb on the main channel, and devote any
remaining resources to the generation of best-effort artificial
interference. This approach may not in general yield the best
possible performance, since it may be possible to improve the
secrecy by allowing some small amount of interference to leak
into the legitimate receiver’s signal. However, optimization
of (7) is difficult and would require knowledge of Hea.

Any of the waterfilling algorithms CWF, BWF or FWF
could be used to determine ρ,Qz, N , T, and T′ for the MIMO
wiretap problem described above. If excess power remains
after Rb is achieved, then the transmitter simply distributes
this as artificial interference with power (1−ρ)Pa, over these
Na −N transmit beamformers:

Q′
z =

(1− ρ)Pa

Na −N
I. (9)

B. MIMO Broadcast Channel

Next, consider a MIMO broadcast channel with a Ns-
antenna source, Nb-antenna prioritized receiver with QoS
demand Rb, and a secondary Nr-antenna receiver. This general
scenario captures a multi-antenna cellular downlink [7], or
the second hop of a MIMO relay network with multi-priority
users, for example. The signals at the receivers are:

yb = Hs,bxa + nb (10)

yr = Hs,rxa + nr (11)

where xa is defined in (1) as before, Hs,b ∈ CNb×Ns ,Hs,r ∈
CNr×Ns , are the associated channel matrices, and nb,nr are
zero-mean complex Gaussian noise vectors.

The source must ensure that the best-effort data vector
does not cause any interference to the high-priority signal.
Traditional methods to achieve this aim, such as optimal down-
link dirty paper coding (DPC) or block-diagonalization with
waterfilling over the effective channels, require the availability
of full CSI of both receivers at the transmitter, which is
precluded in our system model. Therefore, for our purposes
we reuse the construction of T,T′ from orthogonal spaces
with uniform power allocation for z′ as in Sec. II, thereby
allowing the prioritized destination to eliminate interference
by projecting into the appropriate subspace.

The prioritized user’s signal appears as interference to the
best-effort receiver. The covariance of the interference plus
noise is given by

K = Hs,rTQzT
HHH

s,r + σ2
rI ,

and thus the rate achieved for the best-effort user is

Rh = log |I+Hs,rT
′Q′

zT
′HHH

s,rK
−1| .

Assuming Rb is feasible for the prioritized user, the system
sum rate is thus

Rsum = (Rb +Rh) . (12)

C. MIMO Cognitive Spectrum Underlay

Cognitive radios have become renowned as an efficient
method of coexistence with legacy networks by means of
dynamic spectrum access (DSA). One popular variant of
DSA is known as spectrum underlay, where CRs transmit
simultaneously with legacy or primary users (PUs), but adapt
their transmission parameters so as to confine the interference
perceived at the PUs to a pre-specified threshold. This is
usually achieved by exploiting knowledge of PU channel
state information at the CRs, for example, via beamforming.
However, consider the case when the PU CSI is completely
unknown at the CR, thereby ruling out the majority of the
existing spectrum underlay schemes in the literature [8], [9].
Let the CR’s data to its own receiver be designated as the
prioritized traffic z with a target data rate Rb. This example
is a special case of the framework described above with no
best-effort traffic being transmitted (T′z′ = 0), but we will
show that FWF and BWF still afford a potential performance
advantage vis-à-vis CWF.

The signal at the PU receiver is given by

yPU = H1xPU +H2Tz+ nPU , (13)

where H1,H2 are the channels from the PU and CR transmit-
ters (assumed to be full-rank), xPU and z are the correspond-
ing transmit signals, and nPU ∼ CN(σ2I). The interference
covariance matrix at the PU is K = H2TQzT

HHH
2 . Without

knowledge of H2, the CR cannot optimize the PU interference
temperature Tr (K) as in existing DSA systems [8], [9]. How-
ever, note that the FWF algorithm guarantees the following:

rank (KFWF ) ≤ rank (KCWF ) . (14)

Therefore, even if Tr (KFWF ) > Tr (KCWF ) , the lower-
rank CR interference due to FWF will cause lesser degra-
dation on average to the PU communication link. This is in
accordance with well-established results on MIMO capacity,
where it is known that reducing the number of transmitted
independent data streams alleviates the interference at co-
channel receivers, e.g., see [10] and references within.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We present some examples that compare the performance
of classic and modified waterfilling for various array sizes and
example applications. In all simulations, the channel matrices
and background noise samples were assumed to be composed
of independent, zero-mean Gaussian random variables with
unit variance. In situations where the desired rate for the
prioritized user cannot be achieved with the given Pa, rather
than indicate an outage, we simply assign all power to the
prioritized signal and zero to best-effort data, and average the
resulting rate with the others. For each application, we also
display the genie performance bound with full CSI, which is
unattainable with asymmetric CSI.

Figure 1 illustrates the performance of the algorithms in
the MIMO wiretap channel when Rb = 8 bits/s/Hz, Na =
Nb = Ne = 4, and the transmit power is varied. In the low
to moderate SNR regime, both FWF and BWF provide an
improvement of up to 45% in secrecy rate over CWF. The
BWF power allocation ultimately offers the highest secrecy
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Fig. 1. MIMO secrecy rate versus Pa for Na = Nb = Ne = 4.
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Fig. 2. Two-user MIMO downlink sum rate versus transmit power, for fixed
Rb = 8 bits/s/Hz delivered to prioritized user.

rate at high SNR since it ostensibly reserves additional power
for artificial noise.

Figure 2 illustrates the MIMO downlink sum rate as a func-
tion of the source transmit power, for a fixed prioritized rate
Rb = 8 bits/s/Hz, and six antennas at all terminals. Here, the
performance of BWF and FWF is virtually indistinguishable
over the entire range of SNR, but is always better than CWF.
The critical role of CSI in optimizing multi-user interference
at high SNR is emphasized by the widening disparity with
SNR between DPC and the asymmetric schemes.

Finally, Figure 3 compares the primary user information
rate for a range of desired cognitive user information rates with
Pa = 75 and five antennas at all terminals. The genie bound is
obtained by minimizing the PU interference temperature while
achieving the desired CR rate. The FWF and BWF schemes
reduce the spatial footprint of the cognitive radio, and thus
in turn reduce the degradation to the PU communication link,
with FWF providing up to a 31% improvement over CWF
for less stringent values of Rb. This gain is achieved even
though the CR expends a larger amount of transmit power
under FWF compared to CWF, highlighting the importance
of low-rank CR interference in spectrum underlay systems.
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Fig. 3. MIMO primary user data rate versus cognitive radio required rate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the conventional MIMO water-
filling algorithm does not typically provide the best perfor-
mance for a number of applications in MIMO wiretap, multi-
user downlink, and cognitive spectrum underlay channels
involving data streams with different priorities. Therefore,
two modified water-filling algorithms are studied that either
balance the required transmit power with the number of spatial
dimensions available for each user, or minimize the number of
transmit spatial dimensions allocated for the prioritized user.
Numerical results for each of these case studies indicate that
while FWF and BWF typically outperform CWF, the choice
of whether to prefer FWF or BWF is still a open problem.
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